Join Green2Go, a new way for you to reduce your impact on the environment

1. Joining is easy—just ask any cashier at the Bistro for a Green2Go container. For only $5 you’re in and best of all, you can return your container at the end of the semester and get your money back.

2. You can keep your container with you and take on the go or hand it in to a cashier. They can provide you with a Green Tag to avoid hanging onto your container when you don’t need it. Getting your container back is easy—hand your tag to a cashier when ordering Grill menu items or to the Seasons & Global Spices cooks.

3. Hand in used containers to cashiers only, who will provide you with a clean container or Green Tag — cooks cannot touch containers not washed by Dining Services for health reasons.

4. Containers may be used in the Bistro only—use in Higgins will cause you to lose your membership & your container.

5. Enjoy the knowledge that you are making a difference!